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 Executive Summary 
 
Our team was tasked to design an accumulator mechanism that will separate nitrogen and 
hydraulic fluid, with a maximum leakage of 5.3 grams of nitrogen per gallon of hydraulic fluid in 
the system for a 10 year period.  Since it has been shown in the past that accumulator designs 
cannot be proved purely by theory, creating a physical prototype as proof of concept was 
imperative.  Our ultimate design should prevent nitrogen from leaking into the hydraulic fluid, 
have a long lifetime, a low complexity, and as low a cost as we can manage.  
 
We generated concepts which can be broken down into four main categories: elastic bladders, 
impermeable non elastic membranes, metal bellows, and piston accumulators.  After doing 
further research and interviewing our sponsor about previous designs that the EPA had tried, we 
discovered inescapable weaknesses with all but the piston accumulator designs.  However, the 
current piston accumulator used by EPA exhibits far more leakage than desired.  We narrowed 
our piston accumulator designs down to three and then chose our top design.  Our top design 
centers around having a chamber inside the piston which will be filled with hydraulic fluid that 
will be allowed to saturate if nitrogen leaks past the first seal.  This will prevent nitrogen from 
reaching the clean hydraulic fluid in the system. 
 
To complete the prototype for our top design we selected 6061 aluminum as the construction 
material and performed a stress analysis on many features of the design.  This allowed us to 
verify that the dimensions selected allow our design to withstand the worst scenario possible for 
the system without failure.  We then created a manufacturing plan detailing how our top design 
will be prototyped.  The prototype was formed by welding a rod to each end of our piston, then 
using mill and lathe processes to remove material until the final size was reached. 
 
To test this prototype, a clear acrylic accumulator was machined and filled with two of our 
prototype pistons.  The test fixture was to be cycled by flowing shop air into the accumulator 
then venting the built up pressure to atmosphere.   
 
Our project plan required us to complete many tasks.  We performed concept generation and 
concept selection, and from this selected our final design. We then finalized dimensions through 
stress analysis and chose appropriate materials and parts. A plan for manufacturing was created 
to facilitate production of the prototype and test fixtures, followed by the actual manufacturing 
phase. The entire test setup was to be tested over several days to measure leakage rates of the 
seals. The accumulator watch glass accidently leaked during the initial pressurization which 
resulted in the closure of testing, so we are unable to have any testing data at this time. We do 
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Our project is to design and test a hydro-pneumatic accumulator for operation on hydraulic 
hybrid vehicles.  A hydro-pneumatic accumulator is a device that stores energy in a pressurized 
tank by filling the tank with hydraulic fluid and compressing a volume of nitrogen stored inside.  
The accumulator is used as part of a system to store both energy generated by diesel engine and a 
hydraulic braking system. Figure 1 below shows a series hydraulic hybrid system. 
 
Figure 1 – Series Hydraulic Hybrid System [1]. Black arrow represents the input from the 
engine, red arrows represent input from regenerative braking, and blue arrows represent flow 
during acceleration 
 
The EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) is sponsoring our project, with Andrew Moskalik 
acting as our liaison and contact.  The EPA has been working on hydraulic hybrid vehicles for 
almost ten years, with the ultimate goal of promoting the use of cleaner vehicles.  Their designs 
have come a long way, but still have faults in the accumulator system, such that nitrogen gas is 
leaking into the hydraulic fluid causing damage to the hydraulic pumps.  This is causing life 
expectancies for their hydraulic systems to be measured in weeks and months, instead of years.  
If the leakage can be stopped, or reduced significantly enough, then hybrid hydraulic vehicles 
would be one step closer to wide spread implementation in the coming years. Figure 2 on page 6 




Figure 2 – Hydraulic Hybrid UPS truck created by the EPA [2] 
 
 
Our goal for the project is to design an accumulator which will not leak a significant amount of 
nitrogen into the hydraulic fluid, calculated as 5.3 grams of nitrogen per gallon of hydraulic fluid 
in the system, during the desired 10 year lifespan of the hydraulic system.  Our sponsor also 
desired that we test our design in an accumulator to show proof of the concept, unfortunately due 
to an accident in the lab this was not possible.  
 
2.0 Customer Requirements and Engineering Specifications 
 
During a meeting with our sponsor, we identified that our design must achieve a low leakage rate 
of nitrogen over a ten year lifespan as its primary requirement. This would ideally be 1000 times 
better than the existing EPA designs.  The target specification for leakage rate was: the amount 
of nitrogen that can be dissolved in 40 gallons of hydraulic oil at 50 degrees C and 80 psi gauge 
minus the amount of nitrogen that can be dissolved in 40 gallons of hydraulic oil at 50 degrees C 
and 0 psi gauge.  We approximated the hydraulic oil to be n-Hexane [3] and used a reference of 
experimental data [4] to calculate the leakage spec to be 5.3 grams of nitrogen per gallon of 
hydraulic fluid in the system.  This calculation can be seen in Appendix A. We should stay under 
this leakage spec for the ten year target lifetime of the system.  
 
Because we only had one significant customer requirement we decided against using a QFD to 
rank importance of our specifications.  We added secondary requirements in order to sort our 
concepts in the event that multiple designs met the primary requirements.  These include: 
- Low complexity 
- Low cost 
- Light weight 




We chose these requirements to ease the design and manufacturing of our prototype since we 
were highly limited in our budget and schedule.  Low complexity and ease of manufacture 
enable the team to build the concept within our timeframe with available skills and machinery, 
while a low cost enables us to build a fully working prototype within our budget.  Light weight 
was chosen only as a point to compare competing designs against, the lighter concept would 
likely be easier to build and implement.  We weighted these secondary requirements using a pair-
wise table (more important is “1”), and determined the weights as a percentage of the maximum, 
as shown in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1 – Comparison of Secondary Requirements 
Requirement             Total Weight 
Low Cost 0 0 0    0 0 
Low Complexity 1   0  1 2 0.666 
Low Weight  1  1 1  3 1 
Ease of Manufacture   1  0 0 1 0.333 
 
For each of these secondary requirements, we set a target engineering specification based on our 
design and manufacturing capabilities.  These are enumerated in Table 2 below, as well as the 
primary engineering specifications as described above. 
 
Table 2 – Target Values for Concepts 
Customer Requirement Requirement Type Engineering Specification Target 
Value 
Low Leakage Rate Primary Grams per Gal. per 10 years 5.3 
Low Cost Secondary Cost ($) 250 
Low Complexity Secondary Number of moving parts (#) 1 
Light Weight Secondary Weight (lbs) 5 
Ease of Manufacture Secondary Number of parts (#) 4 
 
3.0 Concept Generation 
 
Our design concepts were formed from initial information given by our sponsor and through our 
patent research.  Our sponsor informed us about the advantages and disadvantages of elastic 
bladders and pistons; the EPA had already done previous testing and had gained some valuable 
insight on the properties of these two concepts, and our sponsor passed much of this on to us.  
Impermeable bags, and metal bellows were discovered when we performed patent research on 
hydro-pneumatic accumulators.  These designs all appeared in multiple patents, which initially 




After we had gathered these four basic concepts we began to study various permutations of these 
four basic concepts.  The complete listing of our ideas is shown in Appendix B.   
 
3.1 Elastic Bladder 
Elastic bladders were mentioned to us during our initial conversation with our sponsor.  These 
bladders are made from an elastomer, such as rubber, and inhibit the mixing of the gas and liquid 
inside the accumulator by effectively sealing the gas inside the bladder.  The bladder 
accommodates pressure deviations by expanding and contracting like a balloon inside the 
accumulator; decompressing or compressing the gas inside the bladder to match the pressure 
outside the bladder.  It normally contains a seal or port which allows for the initial inflation, 
which is then held shut during use.  A picture of a basic bladder design is shown in Figure 3 
below. 
 
Figure 3 – Basic elastic bladder design, with nitrogen inside the bladder on the left and hydraulic 
fluid outside on the right. 
 
 
An accumulator with an elastic bladder is advantageous for many reasons.  First it is very 
inexpensive; the elastomer wall itself is often formed out of a simple rubber compound and the 
only additional component is a seal or port which allows for the addition or removal of gas 
during maintenance.  This leads directly to its second strength, simplicity.  The bladder normally 
contains only two parts, the elastic wall and a port, which are easy to design, manufacture, and 
maintain.  The bladder also possessed an inherently high durability.  The elastic wall, the 
bladders only moving part, is extremely resilient in resisting fatigue, due to the simple elastic 
nature of its expansion and contraction.  It also experiences almost no friction with the walls of 
the accumulator or the exterior liquid.  Finally the elastic bladder can be easily filled with low 
density compressible foam, along with gas.  This foam increases the efficiency of the bladder by 
reducing losses due to heat flow. 
 
An elastic bladder has one inherent weaknesses which has not yet been overcome; high leakage 
rate.  This is a weakness in the long molecular chains which allow an elastomer to flex and 
expand without permanent damage.  Unlike materials with a crystalline structure, gas molecules 
are able to squeeze through the gaps between these chains in elastomers.  Several actions can be 
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taken to minimize this leakage, such as increasing the thickness of the bladder walls beyond that 
necessary merely to withstand applied stresses.  This extra thickness can provide improvements 
in leakage rates at the cost of flexibility.  Another method is to coat the inner walls of the bladder 
with various films designed to be impermeable to gases.  This method can provide significant 
improvements in the short term, but the coating will eventually separate and flake off the bladder 
walls, negating its use. 
 
3.2 Impermeable Bag 
Similar to elastic bladders, impermeable bags contain the gas of an accumulator and float freely 
in the liquid.  However impermeable bags are non-elastic and are formed out of materials much 
more resistant to leakage, such as thermoplastics or metal films.  They react to pressure changes 
by crumpling like a plastic bag instead of simply compressing.  They can often be formed from 
layers of materials, at least one of which is essentially impermeable to gas leakage.  A drawing 
of an impermeable bag is show in Figure 4 below. 
 
Figure 4 – Impermeable bag accumulator design.  The state on the left is an expanded bag prior 
to compression, and the state on the right shows a partly compressed bag.  
 
 
Bags made of plastics are cheap to make and simple to assemble and manufacture, similarly to 
elastic bladders.  They can also be filled with foam to increase heat retention and limit energy 
loss.  However their resistance to gas transmission through the walls of the bag is directly related 
to the thickness of the walls.  Some plastics can be 100 to 1000 times more resistant to gas 
permeation than rubber compounds.  However to allow such plastics to be flexible enough to 
crumple the walls must be made much thinner, often 100 times thinner than a rubber bladder.  
This change in thickness virtually negates the improved performance of the material, resulting in 
little net gain in transmission rates.  Also, impermeable bags are not as durable as elastic 
bladders; after several thousand folds (which can be experienced in months in our application) 
the material begins to fold consistently in the same location, forming a crease.  This crease will 
expand and generate high leakage rates at the location, ultimately forming a rip in the bag 




Bags made with metal foil are more expensive to manufacture and assemble.  However they are 
impermeable to gas transmission through the metal foil.  Very small leaks can occur at seams or 
where layers of material meet or overlap; metal foil bags are too thin to be welded together, 
especially if they are layered with other materials, and are simply over lapped at joints and sealed 
together.  This seal is not perfectly impervious to leakage, causing non-zero leakage for the 
system as a whole.  However foil bags also do not have the resilience to withstand hundreds of 
thousands of expansion and compression cycles demanded of them for use in automotive 
accumulators.  They are susceptible to creases and cracks and other failures.  Metal foils may be 
layered with other compounds and plastics to compensate for this, but this does not cure failure 
by creasing or cracking.  The layering of foil with other compounds introduces the problem of 
delaminating; gas may permeate through the layered material but stop at the foil, ultimately 
resulting in bubbles forming along the bag’s walls.  This ultimately results in the separation of 
the foil from other layers, negating all benefits of applying the layering. 
 
3.3 Metal Bellows 
Metal bellows are a series of thin metal plates welded together in such a way that as the bellows 
expand the plates bend and unfold, similar to an accordion, allowing the inner volume of the 
bellows to increase.  A bellows of sufficient size for our use may contain several hundred plates 
welded together.  These welds act similar to hinges for the two plates they link.  These plates 
have a metal cap on the end of the cylindrical bellows sealing the inner volume from the outer.  
The bellows would be filled with nitrogen, with hydraulic fluid existing between the bellows and 
the accumulator.  A bellows system may also feature rails or other objects along the walls of the 
accumulator to guide its expansion and contraction.  A drawing of a bellows is shown in Figure 5 
below. 
 
Figure 5 – A bellows type accumulator, with nitrogen inside the bellows 
 
 
The primary advantage of a bellows is that it is entirely made of metal.  Thus it is initially 





However a bellows of sufficient size would be extremely large and complex.  It would contain 
several hundred small metal rings and welds, resulting in large manufacturing costs.  Our 
sponsor has estimated the cost in the tens of thousands of dollars.  It would also be extremely 
vulnerable to fatigue, if only a small portion of any of these welds fails during any of the 
hundreds of thousands of expansions and compressions it is expected to experience during its 
lifetime, it would result in a catastrophic failure of the system. 
 
3.4 Piston Accumulator 
The final major type of accumulator we found is a piston accumulator.  Piston accumulators 
function using a metal piston which slides back and forth, compressing the gas.  The piston is 
snug against the sides of the accumulator, with a seal, or seals, preventing leakage of gas past the 
piston and into the liquid.  The piston often has guide rings along its sides to maintain alignment 
within the accumulator and may also have scrapers along its walls to prevent debris from 
damaging the seals.  A drawing of a piston accumulator is shown below in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6 – A basic piston accumulator, with a single o-ring seal. 
 
Piston accumulators are inexpensive to manufacture.  They require only one machined part, 
which is the piston, and an off the shelf part, the seal.  Pistons are also almost perfectly 
impermeable to gas leakage.  The only way for gas to leak in a piston is for the gas to pass 
through the thin gap between the piston and the accumulator wall, and past the seal(s) along the 
piston’s edge.  These seals themselves are manufactured from materials with very low 
permeation rates and are very resistant to gas flow. 
 
There are ways for the gas to make it past the seal and into the hydraulic fluid.  First, the surface 
finish on the accumulator walls must be extremely precise, any minute cracks or crevices can 
allow gas to slowly leak past a seal when the piston cycles back and forth.  The piston and 
accumulator must also be extremely round; any deviations cause irregularities in the pressure of 
the piston seal against the accumulator wall.  Low pressure against the wall can allow gas to seep 
past.  High pressure against the wall causes increased friction between the wall and the piston, 
increasing pressure imbalances between gas and liquid which accelerates wear.  The piston seals 
generate a significant amount of pressure against the accumulator wall, causing friction, and will 
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eventually wear out.  This wear will initially occur as small abrasions along their surface, 
causing small leakage, but will ultimately result in a catastrophic failure of the system due to 
fracture of the seal.  
 
4.0 Concept Selection 
 
Since we only had one requirement, to keep nitrogen out of hydraulic fluid, we could not use a 
scoring matrix.  To select out best design concept we had to use another method.  Since the EPA 
has been working on this project for the past ten years we removed the ideas that the EPA has 
already tried from consideration.  This removed the single seal piston, elastic bladder, metal 
bellows and the impermeable membranes.  The single seal piston design showed great results in 
testing, but when put into the actual system yielded poor results.  The elastic bladder designs 
have been tried with many different kinds of coatings, but still do not yield satisfactory results.  
The impermeable membranes work very well for the first cycle, but after a few cycles of the 
system they break down from the constant folding and unfolding.  The metals bellows designs 
are far too expensive to be practical. 
 
Once we removed all the ideas that the EPA had already tried we removed the ideas that would 
not perform any better than the current designs.  The inflatable seal would create a problem with 
pressure differences between the seal and the two fluids.  This would actually perform worse 
than the current single seal piston design.  Also the flexible diaphragm designs were removed 
because they could not sweep out a large enough area to create enough change from high and 
low pressure.  The spring piston idea was also removed because of the large pressure difference 
over the seal. 
 
With the poor performing designs removed we then removed the ideas that we could not make in 
the timeframe of the class.  This removed the metal and plastic bellows designs.  They may be 
able to keep the nitrogen from getting into the hydraulic fluid, but are too complicated of a 
design.  With all the interlocking pieces involved in these designs if one of the connections is not 
correctly made the whole system will fail.  The team decided it was not worth the risk to build 
one of these designs. 
 
The designs remaining were piston designs. We selected three of these designs with the least 
complexity, with the idea that fewer moving parts will lead to less of a chance of failure.  
 
4.1 Elongated Piston Dual X-Ring Seal 
The first of the top designs is the elongated, dual x-ring sealed piston shown in Figure 7 on page 
13.  This design uses a piston with two seals that are far enough apart that neither seal will pass 
over the same part of the cylinder wall.  This will allow for the cylinder wall that is in contact 
with the hydraulic fluid to never be exposed to nitrogen.  Any residue of the hydraulic fluid left 
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on the cylinder wall will not be saturated by the nitrogen.  A disadvantage to this design is that 
the length of both the piston and the accumulator will have to increase.  Another disadvantage to 
this design is that a small pocket of air may be created between the two seals that would not 
change pressure with the system.  This would cause a large pressure difference over the seals 
 
Figure 7 – Elongated Dual X-Ring Sealed Piston 
 
 
4.2 Dual X-Ring Seal with a Fluid Filled Pocket 
The second top design is the dual x-ring sealed piston with a fluid filled pocket shown in Figure 
8 below.  The pocket is filled with hydraulic fluid and the two parts of the piston are allowed to 
move together and apart to allow for pressure changes.  This way the pressure difference over 
either seal should remain under approximately 2 psi.  It is easier for the nitrogen to pass the seal, 
but the hydraulic fluid in the pocket should not be able to pass the seal into the hydraulic fluid of 
the system.  The design allows for the hydraulic fluid in the pocket to become saturated, but not 
the hydraulic fluid in the system, so that there is no damage to the pumps.  The disadvantage to 
this design is that if the saturated hydraulic fluid in the pocket becomes so saturated that nitrogen 
gas is in the pocket, then the second seal could still leak the nitrogen into the hydraulic fluid of 
the system. 
 




4.3 Dual U-Cup Sealed Piston 
The last of the top three designs is a dual U-cup sealed piston design shown in Figure 9 below.  
This design uses the U-cup seal that is mounted with the open end of the U-cup facing the 
nitrogen on the nitrogen side of the piston and facing the hydraulic fluid on the hydraulic fluid 
end of the piston.  This allows both the nitrogen and the hydraulic fluid to flow into the U-cup 
and push the seal against the cylinder wall and the piston.  Using the pressure of the system to 
create a large pressure on the U-cup, this will seal against the cylinder wall and piston.  The 
disadvantage to this design is if the nitrogen leaks into the small area between the two seals and 
increase the pressure behind the seal this could make the seals no longer work. 
 
Figure 9 – Dual U-Cup Sealed Piston 
 
4.4 Alpha Design Selection 
To decide on an alpha design the group discussed the top three designs.  The elongated, x-ring 
sealed piston and the u-cup sealed piston could have an issue with pressure difference over the 
seals. That is why the alpha design that was selected is the dual x-ring sealed piston with fluid 
filled pocket.  This has a possibility of becoming over saturated and leaking nitrogen past the 
second seal, but still holds the most promise. 
 
 
5.0 Selected Concept Description 
 
Our selected concept is the adjustable pocket piston design which can be seen in Figure 10 on 








The piston is composed of two pieces, a top half and a bottom half which are allowed to slide 
relative to each other and form a chamber in between them. Hydraulic fluid is placed in the 
cavity, nitrogen is below the piston and the hydraulic fluid is above the piston.  As the pressure 
of the nitrogen and hydraulic fluid changes, the two halves of the piston expand and contract to 
equalize the pressure between the three compartments.  There is still a slight pressure differences 
(approximately 1-2 psi) over the seals due to the friction between the seals and the sides of the 
cylinder.  There is a flow passage at the base of the bottom piston as seen in Figure 11 on page 
16, to allow the hydraulic fluid to flow in and out of the bottom piston as the piston halves 
expand and contract. 
 
The logic for this design is that it is harder for saturated hydraulic fluid to pass by a seal than it is 
for nitrogen to pass by a seal.  So if nitrogen leaks past the first seal then it will be absorbed into 
the hydraulic fluid and not pass into the clean hydraulic fluid of the system.  Also, once the 
hydraulic fluid in the chamber becomes saturated, then the leakage of nitrogen into the chamber 
would slow because the chamber would be full of saturated hydraulic fluid.  If there were a film 
Nitrogen 
Hydraulic Fluid 
Saturated hydraulic fluid 
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of hydraulic fluid left on the walls of the cylinder below the piston then no more nitrogen would 
be able to be dissolved into this film of hydraulic fluid because it would already be saturated.  
Then if the seal pulls the hydraulic fluid back into the chamber, there would be no more nitrogen 
being pulled back with it. 
 
Figure 11 – Cross Section of Adjustable Pocket Piston Design 
 
 
6.0 Engineering Design Parameter Analysis 
 
When determining the design parameters for our prototype, we selected the needed materials first 
and developed dimensions and tolerances with that information.  To ease manufacturing of the 
prototype, we decided to use one material for the piston with the exception of seals.  The 
resulting dimensions were set to be easy to machine and scale, while providing considerable 
safety factors to allow for machining errors and material variances.  We based our safety factor 
calculations on a single worst case scenario, which is that of the piston seal becoming caught on 
one point of the cylinder wall, experiencing five pounds per square inch (psi) of differential 
pressure between the sides of the piston before it is dislodged.  The forces caused by this 





6.1 Material Selection 
The material for the piston prototype was chosen before dimensions, as it was determined to be 
the most important factor in gas transmission.  This means our material selection was limited to 
metals, woods, plastics, and ceramics which are not permeable to gas transmission.  Our choice 
of metal was further limited to common steels and aluminums due to cost and availability 
considerations.  Of these two metals, aluminum was chosen for its weight and machinability, as 
the cost differences between the two materials are negligible.  Of the aluminums available, 6061 
has the widest availability and lowest cost; therefore we decided to machine our prototype out of 
6061 aluminum. 
 
6.2 Piston Diameter 
The first parameter chosen was the diameter of the piston, and the rest of the piston was based 
around this dimension.  The actual accumulator the EPA uses in their vehicles, and for which our 
piston is designed for, is 10 inches in diameter.  After a brief review of the costs associated with 
building a piston of this diameter, we decided a full scale model would be far too expensive for 
our budget.  Rough estimates of the cost for a 5 inch and 3 inch diameter model and test fixture 
were $800 and $350 respectively.  Our sponsor decided that extra funding would be supplied for 
us to make a 5 inch diameter piston and test fixture.  Using an accumulator diameter of 5 inches, 
the piston diameter was then dictated as 4.995 inches, allowing for the five thousandths of an 
inch between piston and accumulator wall specified by the seal manufacturers.  
 
6.3 Piston Length 
The length of the piston was chosen by studying the importance of aspect ratio in piston design.  
A rod with greater length than diameter was found to have very minimal frictional problems, as 
it was unable to rotate and bend enough within the confining cylinder to lock in place from the 
generated frictional forces.  As our piston diameter was chosen to be 5 inches, the length would 
need to be greater than 5 inches.  We therefore chose the minimum length of the piston in its 
compacted state to be 6 inches, with a fully expanded state of 7.5 inches.  Expansion allows the 
piston to accommodate temperature and pressure variations, and small amounts of gas leakage 
past the first seal into the pocket. 
 
6.4 Piston Wall Dimensions 
The piston wall thickness was partially determined by our piston diameter.  The seal we selected 
for our 5 inch diameter accumulator has a width of 0.484 inches.  We therefore chose to add an 
additional 0.25 inches on each side of the seal to support and prevent movement of the seal.  This 
gives the piston wall a total thickness of 0.984 inches.  The wall also has a groove 0.352 inches 
deep and 0.484 inches wide along its circumference in the middle of its length to contain the seal 
for the piston.  The piston wall was designed to not be thin or carry a complex shape in an effort 




6.5 Piston Wall Thickness Stress Analysis 
To determine whether the piston wall is sturdy enough to support itself during the worst case 
scenario, a stress analysis was performed on it. A sketch of this can be seen in Figure 12 below. 
We determined that the greatest stress experienced would be on the 0.25 inch lip containing the 
seal, stretched over a half inch wide area. This would cause a shear stress of 783 psi locally.  The 
shear strength of 6061 aluminum is 30,000 psi, giving the part a safety factor of 38.3 at this 
location.  The calculations used for this analysis are shown in Appendix D. 
 
Figure 12 - Piston wall stress analysis set-up 
 
6.6 Seal Selection 
For our piston, we chose a Trelleborg AQ 5 series seal. This seal utilizes two o-rings that act as 
energizers to force the seal ring and the X-ring against the cylinder wall as seen in Figure 13 
below. 
 
Figure 13 - Cross section of Trelleborg AQ-Seal 5 series from Trelleborg seal catalog [5] 
 
 
We chose this seal based on a phone conversation with an engineer at Trelleborg Seals and the 
advantages and specs listed in the Trelleborg seal catalog [5].  This seal is recommended for 
sealing around a piston with pressure on both sides.  Some of the advantages listed in the 
Trelleborg Seals catalog were high sealing effect in applications requiring media separation, low 
gas permeation rate, and outstanding sliding properties. 
 
6.7 Piston Inner Rod Dimensions 
The male rod connecting the two piston walls has two important dimensions: diameter and 
length.  We chose to have a diameter of 1 inch to allow for sufficient strength during welding. 








The length of the rod is 4 inches, allowing the piston to measure 6 inches when fully compacted, 
as mentioned in Section 6.3 on page 17.  
 
6.8 Piston Inner Rod Stress Analysis 
To determine if the inner rod was thick enough to support the bending moment produced by the 
failure scenario, we performed a stress analysis to check for failure in bending.  The most stress 
would be experienced at the joint between the rod and the piston wall, on the exterior surface, as 
detailed in Figure 14 below.  This point receives a stress of 4,999 psi during the failure criteria.  
The yield strength of 6061 aluminum is 40,000 psi, thus our part has a safety factor of 8.0 at this 
location.  The calculations used for this analysis are shown in Appendix E. 
 











6.9 Piston Outer Tube Dimensions 
The female tube connecting the two piston walls has three important dimensions: inner diameter, 
outer diameter, and length.  The inner diameter was determined to be a few thousands larger than 
1 inch to match the inner rod; this allows the rods to slide together while preventing any 
significant tilt angle between them.  The outer diameter was designed to be 1.5 inches, giving the 
tube a wall thickness of ¼ of an inch.  The length of this outer tube was set to be 3.9 inches.  
This prevents the tube from contacting the far piston wall. 
 
6.10 Piston Outer Tube Stress Analysis 
To determine if our tube was thick enough to support the bending moment produced by the 
failure scenario loading, we performed a stress analysis to check for failure in bending.  The 
most stress would be experienced at the joint between the tube and the piston wall, on the 
exterior surface.  This is displayed in Figure 15 on page 20.  This point receives a stress of 1,060 
psi during the failure criteria.  The yield strength of 6061 aluminum is 40,000 psi, thus our part 
has a safety factor of 37.7 at this location.  The calculations used for this analysis are shown in 
Appendix F. 
 
Location of highest stress 
Inner Rod 

















6.11 Piston Pin Dimensions 
The pin used to hold the piston together during assembly is a 10-32 x 3/8 inch set screw.  This 
set screw size was chosen due to an appropriate length and a 3/8 inch diameter; this diameter is 
the smallest common size that has an appropriate safety factor. 
 
6.12 Piston Pin Stress Analysis 
To determine if the pin could withstand the failure criteria when the cylinder is already fully 
extended, we performed a stress analysis.  The maximum force it will experience is a shear 
created between the inner rod and the outer tube, which is illustrated in Figure 16 below.  The 
pin is only transmitting force when it is forced against the end of the slot due to leakage past the 
seals.  The pin transmits a total force of 97.97 pounds at its worst case scenario, which would 
cause a shear stress of 2661 psi on the pin; however a yield strength of 21,000 psi gives the pin a 
safety factor of 7.89.  The calculations used for this analysis are shown in Appendix G. 
 
Figure 16 - Piston outer tube stress analysis set-up 
 
 
6.13 Piston Slot Dimensions 
The slot in which the piston slides is 1.875 inches long, which gives the pin a travel distance of 
1.5 inches.  This is the same distance mentioned in our overall piston length dimensions, the pin 
travels the full length of its slot as the piston expands and contracts fully.  The slot is also 0.375 
inches wide, allowing the pin to rest inside the slot without a significant tilt angle. 
 
Pressure caused by 
outer tube 
Pressure caused 
by inner rod 
Location of 
shear force 
Moment caused by 
failure criteria 
Location of highest stress  
Piston 
wall  
Outer tube  
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6.14 Manufacturability and Assembly 
When designing our prototype we decided to build it at half scale to reduce material costs while 
still maintaining a reasonable size for testing. The prototype design itself was determined by the 
tools and skills we had for machining, and the materials we could reasonably obtain. We 
designed each piston half to consist of two parts welded together; this decision was made 
because we had no access to metal casting, and machining the piston from a single block of 
material would be too costly and time consuming. We left about an inch of material sticking out 
past the welded end plate to allow for the piece to be held in a four-jaw chuck on a lathe, so that 
we could machine all surfaces at once and not need to worry about a lack of concentricity. To 
ease the assembly of the piston and seal, we machined a chamfer into the inner edge of each 
piston half. During assembly we found that this chamfer was not sufficient for expanding the seal 
into the seal groove, so a separate tool was made for that purpose. As the pistons were intended 
to be one-of-a-kind parts, we were able to adjust machining as needed for fit and assembly. 
 
Our final design is simply a scaled up model of our prototype; however, we expect different 
manufacturing techniques to be used to minimize cost and labor. Each piston half can be formed 
by casting: this would eliminate the welding and assembly steps present in our prototype design. 
The cast part would still need to be ground down to a smooth finish, but the cast piece would be 
made closer to the final size so that the amount of finishing machining would be minimal. 
Additionally, with a large enough run of the parts, standardized tools could be made, which 
would allow for a larger amount of automation of the part machining and assembly.  
 
Materials for the piston were selected based on availability, and this selection was verified using 
the Cambridge Engineering Material Selector. We required the pistons to be made from metal as 
the gas transmission properties were ideal. We specifically selected aluminum because of 
machinability and cost. Aluminum is far easier to machine than steel, and when calculating the 
stresses in the system, we determined that aluminum would easily handle expected loading in our 
prototype test fixture. Additionally we analyzed cost and found a local supplier providing 
aluminum at a much cheaper price than elsewhere. The available stock determined some of the 
specifications of the piston, specifically the diameter of the connecting rod. Seals were chosen 
based on correspondence with Trelleborg. The particular seals we went with are specified as 
being used in applications requiring separation of a gas from a liquid. The thickness of this seal 
was what determined the thickness of the end plate as well as the depth of the seal groove.  
 
Materials readily available were Aluminum 6061 and Steel 1018. Both of these materials were 
found to fit well within our stress and strain requirements by looking at their entries in CES. 
Both materials display favorable characteristics with regards to reactivity with hydraulic fluid 




6.15 Design for the environmental 
The automatic transmission fluid that is being used as hydraulic fluid in the test fixture is known 
to be toxic, and has regulations regarding its disposal. To meet environmental qualifications with 
our fixture, it must not leak hydraulic fluid into the surrounding environment. 
 
The full scale design will be in an enclosed accumulator during its lifetime, so we do not 
anticipate any difficulties with the piston system directly contaminating the environment. Care 
must be taken when disposing of the hydraulic fluid in the system, but during operation there 
should be no leakage of the fluid to the outside of the accumulator. The full scale piston is to be 
made from steel, which is easier and cleaner to produce than aluminum, and can be recycled.  
 
6.16 FMEA 
To determine the risk factors inherent in our system, we used the DesignSafe FMEA software to 
analyze risk and develop ways to mitigate the risk. Our test fixture presents safety concerns in 
that it is a pressurized vessel that could catastrophically fail if any of the components holding the 
pressurized fluid in were to fail. Additionally, during testing, the pistons will cycle through the 
fixture, creating constant changing pressure, increasing the possibility of a fatigue failure. We 
expect the test fixture to last a long time; no specification was given for the exact lifetime of the 
fixture, but with safety factors in excess of 7 we had hoped it would at least last through testing.  
 
The full size piston and accumulator present similar concerns as far as a pressurized containment 
vessel is concerned. The accumulator in use by the EPA is rated for much higher pressures than 
our test fixture, and has been in use for some time now, so the risks of an unforeseen catastrophic 
failure of the accumulator is minimal. The piston itself is a scaled model of the prototype, so we 
expect any failure modes present for the prototype to also be present on the full scale model. 
According to the customer specifications, the piston seal system needs to last for at least ten 
years before replacement, so long term failure modes need to be taken into account when 
weighing risk factors.  
 
As shown in this section, we calculated safety factors for all components of the piston, and have 
a minimum factor of 7.8. This number is sufficient to minimize risk of a catastrophic failure due 
to material failure when operating within bounds. We determined using the software that we 
needed to watch for failure of the test fixture during operation, wiring hazards, and hydraulic 
fluid leakage. The first and the last are related, in that if the fixture ruptures, hydraulic fluid will 
leak. Otherwise, even if a small non-critical leak is present, under high pressure a large amount 
of hydraulic fluid will be forced out, contaminating the environment. We discovered this during 
testing, as detailed in Section 11 on page 34 – during initial pressurization, a fill cap was found 
to not have been glued properly due to contamination with hydraulic fluid. The cap came off, 
resulting in a large amount of hydraulic fluid leaving the test fixture and posing a health hazard. 
The failure of the cap due to this mode was not considered during initial preparation of the 
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DesignSafe chart, as it was not perceived to be a threat at the time. Recommendations for the 
redesign of the system with regard to this component are in Section 13 on page 35. 
 
We found wiring hazards to have a high risk factor as none of the team members are certified in 
electrical work. The system contains a solenoid that draws approximately 0.38 amps at 12 volts, 
which is a health hazard if improperly handled during operation. Extra precaution was taken 
during wiring, and will be taken during any future testing. 
 
Our DesignSafe chart is located in Appendix I.  
 
7.0 Final Design Description 
 
The final design is a modification of the fluid-filled pocket concept on page 15.  This concept has 
been altered slightly, with the addition of an extension limiting device to prevent separation of 
the two piston halves, as detailed in the text below.  
 
7.1 Design description 
The design, as shown in Figure 17 below, consists of two pistons joined with concentric 
connecting rods, and a fluid-filled pocket filling the intermediate space.  The piston is to be made 
from aluminum, as it has good strength characteristics and has a low environmental impact.  
 









This pocket is filled with hydraulic fluid, and can change volume to allow for temperature and 
pressure changes.  Assuming a perfect seal, the volume change is minimal, at around 3 psi 
pressure difference due to friction of the seal against the cylinder wall, the fluids on both sides of 
the pistons will be at very similar pressures.  As the seals will not be ideal, some nitrogen will 
leak past into the pocket and be absorbed into the hydraulic fluid.  As nitrogen leaks into the 
pocket, the compressibility of the fluid in the pocket increases.  The volume in the pocket is 
allowed to increase as the system cycles from high and low pressure.  As the piston system 
cycles in the accumulator, heat generated due to friction will affect the saturated mixture 
differently from the unsaturated fluid, resulting in increased pressure under fixed volume 
Fluid Filled Pocket 
Hydraulic Fluid Air 
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conditions.  This design prevents leakage by allowing the pocket to expand and contract to keep 
pressure inside and out at an equilibrium.  
 
The leakage of nitrogen past the first seal is inevitable over the ten year lifespan of the piston due 
to imperfect seal design and permeability to gases.  The seals are less permeable to liquids, due 
to an increased particle size and lower kinetic energies; a saturated gas-liquid mixture will leak 
through the second seal slower than nitrogen gas leaks through the first seal.  This will help to 
increase the lifespan, as the gas will need to leak past the first seal, saturate the hydraulic fluid in 
the pocket, leak in mixture form past the second seal and a reduced rate, and saturate the working 
hydraulic fluid.  These extra steps will reduce the rate at which nitrogen can leak into the system.   
 
7.2 Method of Operation 
A hydraulic hybrid vehicle uses a hydraulic loop and accumulators to store energy from a power 
source (usually a diesel motor) when it is not otherwise in use by the drive system.  When this 
excess energy is present in the system, the hydraulic pump pushes hydraulic fluid into the 
accumulator, pushing against a piston, and compressing nitrogen gas.  This gas acts as a spring, 
such that energy can be extracted as the hydraulic fluid pressure is decreased.  The gas must be 
kept separate from the fluid, as oversaturated hydraulic fluid in the system leads to cavitation in 
the pump and motor, resulting in damage.  The final design resists the flow of nitrogen gas into 
the working fluid as described above: a saturated mixture within the pocket is less able to leak 
through a seal than pure gas, so the rate of transmission is reduced.  The pocket is allowed to 
change volume as the system pressure inside the accumulator changes, preventing a large 
difference in pressure over the seals that would result in leakage.  Extreme expansion is limited 
by a set screw attached to the inner cylinder and projecting through a slot in the outer cylinder, as 
shown in Figure 19 on page 26, to keep the pistons from separating fully.  Such separation would 
likely result in non-axial motion of the piston disks, allowing fluid to leak through spaces 
between the seal and accumulator wall.  
 
This design limits the leakage of nitrogen over other existing designs by providing an enclosed 
area for the nitrogen to first saturate, and keeping this saturated volume sealed against the 
unsaturated hydraulic fluid elsewhere in the system.  The premise of the concept is that a 
saturated fluid will have a more difficult time leaking through a seal than a gas.  In other existing 
single seal designs, the gas will eventually leak past the seal and saturate the hydraulic fluid in 
the system.  This design takes this knowledge and adds a buffer to increase the time for the 
nitrogen to make its way through the seal and out into the main hydraulic loop.  
 
The team did not have the funds to perform a test of the full scale design. Our scaled down 
prototype was to be tested as a proof of concept. If our test had shown our design could produce 




8.0 Prototype Description 
 
Due to the limited budget and timeframe for this project, certain aspects of the final design must 
be altered when manufacturing a prototype for testing. The design functionality is simple enough 
to be replicated fully in the prototype, though due to material costs and machining time available, 
the model must be reduced in scale. As shown in Section 6.2 on page 17, the prototype will be 
scaled such that every dimension is halved, which will reduce material usage to an eighth of that 
required for the full scale system. As mentioned in Section 6, we will be using 6061 aluminum 
and Trelleborg AQ-Seal 5 series seals for the prototype.  
 
Functionally the prototype will be identical in every aspect to the full scale model, and will be 
tested in a scaled down accumulator based on the full size system. This test fixture accumulator, 
pictured in Figure 18 below, will position two pistons in a single pipe. The use of this fixture is 




Figure 18 - Cross Sectional View of Test Fixture with Labels 
 
The prototype would validate the final design by showing expansion and contraction according 
to pressure variations, and by not allowing leakage of air during testing. If the data obtained from 
testing the prototype in our test fixture scaled to within the desired specifications, then we could 

















9.0 Initial Manufacturing Plan  
 
We created a prototype to show proof of concept and predict the performance of a full scale 
model. The bill of materials for our prototype can be seen in Appendix H. 
 
9.1 Prototyping of the Pistons 
An assembly drawing of our piston prototype can be seen in Figure 19 below.  The piston is 
composed of two halves, a male piston weldment and a female piston weldment.  The piston 
assembly also includes a set screw, oil plug and two seals. 
 
Figure 19 - Piston Prototype 
   
 
To create the male and female piston weldments which can be seen in Figure 20 on page 27 and 
Figure 21 on page 28 respectively, we will used 6061 Aluminum round stock of 5 ½” and 1 ½” 
diameters.  We used a band saw, lathe, and mill to machine the two halves of the piston.  The 5 
½” and 1 ½” diameter round stock pieces were welded together after a 1½” diameter hole was 
bored through the 5 ½” diameter piece.  We used the 1” overhang length as material for the lathe 
chuck to hold on to.  This allowed us to machine the seal groove and the inner diameter (for 
female weldment) or outer diameter (for male weldment) in one setup to ensure the best 
concentricity of the piston end and seal groove to the male or female part of the piston.  This was 
done at a lathe speed of 200 RPM for the seal groove and 500 RPM for the inner diameter (for 
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female weldment) or outer diameter (for male weldment).  The concentricity ensured that the 
seals slide concentric to the inside diameter of the cylinder to create the best performance.  To 
limit the travel of each piston half we machined a slot in the female piece and a tapped hole for a 
set screw in the male piece using a mill.  The slot was machined at a tool speed of 1000 RPM 
and the tapped hole was drilled at 800 RPM.  In order to fill the piston cavity with hydraulic 
fluid, we machined a 0.25” tapered tapped hole in the male piston weldment using a mill at 1000 










Figure 21 – Female Piston Weldment 
 
 
9.2 Prototyping of the Test Fixture 
To test our sealing concept with dynamic motion of the piston, we have designed the test fixture 
seen in Figure 22 on page 29.  There is hydraulic fluid between the pistons and in the pocket of 




Figure 22 – Test Fixture 
 
 
The cylinder for our pistons is an acrylic cylinder 36” long with 5” inner diameter and 3/8” wall 
thickness.  We chose to use acrylic because it is clear, which allows us to see where the pistons 
are, and also allows us to see any air pockets that developed or see any air leaking past a seal.  
We used two steel plates with o-rings to seal the ends of the cylinder.  The end plates, seen in 
Figure 23 on page 30 were machined with a CNC mill with a tool speed of 1200 RPM to create 
the circular grooves.  We machined the end caps for fittings of air inlet/exit valves and pressure 
gauge using a mill at 800 RPM and a hand tap.  We used 6 .25” threaded rods to hold the end 
caps around the cylinder.  There is a watch glass attached to the top of the cylinder for air to 
collect in and be measured if any leaked past the seals.  The watch glass was cut to length using a 
band saw, and the cap was cut and drilled using a band saw and mill.  To get dynamic motion of 
the pistons, one end of the cylinder was connected to shop air pressure.  The pressure in the 
cylinder was to be varied from 0 psi gauge to 100 psi gauge, which would cause the pistons to 
move back and forth.  To automate the cycling of the pressure in the cylinder, we used a solenoid 
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valve which was controlled by a signal generator emitting a square wave and a power supply to 
increase the current. 
 
Figure 23 – Cylinder End Plate 
 
 
9.3 Cost analysis 
The total cost of the prototype is estimated based on the total cost of parts and the number of 
hours the team worked on the project with appropriate labor and shop costs. From receipts, the 
cost of two prototype pistons for our test fixture totaled at $390, with the test fixture itself 
costing $495. We spent a total of about 110 man hours in the machine shop working on the 
manufacture of the prototype, with an estimated hourly pay of $20 resulting in a labor cost of 
$2200. Therefore, we estimate the total cost of the prototype to be $2590, with the total overall 
cost of the prototype and test fixture being $3085.  
 
A cost estimate of the full sized system is harder to estimate, as we are not sure of the amount of 




10.0 Validation Plan 
 
For this project we had one primary customer requirement and four secondary requirements.  
The secondary requirements were created by the team to assist in designing a working prototype, 
but are not requirements from the customer.  Low cost, low complexity, light weight and ease of 
manufacturing are the four secondary requirements.  For the requirement of low cost we set the 
target value at 250 dollars or less for the prototype, our prototype cost 195 dollars. We did meet 
this requirement, but our test fixture requires two prototypes which cost 390 dollars total.  The 
target value for the requirement of low complexity is one moving part.  We did not meet this 
requirement because there are two moving parts of the design, the male and female ends of the 
piston, which were necessary to meet our primary requirement.  The target value for the 
requirement on weight was 5 lbs or less, and our piston weighs 4 lbs.  The requirement of ease of 
manufacturing has a target value of four or less parts, and we have twelve.  We did not meet this 
requirement because our seals are complex, multiple part seals, and we had to add two bolts to 
the original design. We have met 2 out of the 4 secondary design requirements. 
 
The primary requirement for this project was a low leakage rate.  The target value for leakage 
was 5.3 grams, or less, of nitrogen per gallon of hydraulic fluid per 10 years.  To prove that our 
design was capable of providing the desired results we had to create a test fixture and run a test 
with the prototype.  Since we did not have the budget to construct a full size and full pressure 
system, we had to make a smaller scale prototype for testing.  The test fixture can be seen in 




Figure 24 - Test fixture for prototype 
 
 
To test the prototype we constructed a test fixture.  The test fixture is a three foot long, five inch 
inner diameter, three eighths inch thick acrylic tube with steel plate end caps.  Six long quarter 
inch diameter rods connect the end caps to hold the cylinder shut.  There is a one inch inner 
diameter quarter inch thick acrylic tube that acts as a watch glass.  This tube is inserted 
perpendicular to the large cylinder and is used to fill the cylinder with hydraulic fluid before it is 
capped off.  There are two prototype pistons in the large tube with hydraulic fluid between them.  
There is also air between the pistons and the end caps of the cylinder.  There is a two way value 
in one of the end caps that will be used to set the amount of air on that side of the cylinder, and a 
three way solenoid valve on the other end cap, along with a pressure gauge.  The solenoid valve 
had constant shop air attached to it, and it was connected to a function generator and a power 
source.  This allowed us to set up a square wave such that when the value was positive the valve 
opened and compressed air pressurized the system.  When the value was zero the valve closed 
off the compressed air source and opened to atmosphere, which depressurized the system. 
 
Once the test fixture was completed and set-up we planned to start testing.  One member of the 
group was required to be present to turn on the power source and start the function generator.  
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Once they were turned on, the system would start cycling.  At least one member of the group 
would be present to observe the test and see if everything was running correctly.  This member 
would also be watching to see were leakage was coming from, if there was any.  We would have 
run the test for a week and tried to get 10,000 cycles, which was representative of one year in 
service.  Once we were done cycling the system we would bring the system back to atmospheric 
pressure and let it sit overnight to let any air come out of solution and gather in the watch glass.  
Then we would have measured the length of the watch glass tube that was filled with air and 
calculated the volume.  
 
Once we had the volume of air that leaked we would have used the density of air to find how 
many grams had leaked.  Once we reach 10,000 cycles in testing we would have to multiply the 
amount of leakage by a scaling factor of 10 to see how much leakage would have occur if we had 
reached 100,000 cycles. The circumference of the piston is the only place where leakage can 
occur. Since the circumference of our prototype is half the circumference of the full scale design, 
we would have to multiply the grams of nitrogen by two to get the amount of leakage for the full 
scale design, but we are using two pistons in our test fixture so this negates the factor of two. 
 
We would have been using compressed air instead of nitrogen in our prototype test.  There is 
compressed air in the X50 room, and since air is mostly nitrogen this is a negligible difference.  
The full scale design will be run with a low pressure of 2000 psi and a high pressure of 5000 psi, 
but we would have been running our prototype with atmospheric pressure as the low pressure 
and shop air pressure, which is about 100-120 psi, as our high pressure.  We did not have access 
to compressed air or nitrogen at the pressure levels of the full scale design, and the materials 
needed to handle those pressures were well out of our budget.  
 
What causes the leakage over the seal in the piston design is the pressure difference over the seal.  
This pressure difference is estimated to be about two psi.  The prototype is designed, like the full 
scale design, to have an almost equal pressure between the nitrogen, hydraulic fluid in the 
pocket, and the hydraulic fluid in the system.  This means that there should be only a 2 psi 
difference over the seal for any pressure range, so even though we would not have tested at the 
full scale pressure, we would have been able to see similar results. 
 
The difference in pressure of our prototype test and the full scale design is quite large.  At the 
pressures in the full scale design the hydraulic fluid can actually compress, which will cause the 
fluid filled pocket to expand and contract as it cycles through the range of pressure.  This would 
only occur in our test of the prototype if air leaked past the first seal and into the pocket, 
allowing for the gas to expand and contract in the packet. Section 11.0 on page 34 discusses our 




11.0 Test Results 
 
We attempted to validate our design as previously discussed using the test fixture we designed 
and built.  We planned on running our design through 10,000 cycles of 0 to 100 psi gauge and 
back, which would be completed in approximately 25 hours.  Testing would have been 
completed in an assembly lab provided for our use by the University of Michigan.  We 
assembled the test rig, filled it with the necessary 10 quarts of hydraulic fluid, sealed the system, 
and installed the function generator and power supply required to automate the process.  
However, when we first triggered our solenoid to pressurize the system, the cap on the watch 
glass, shown below in Figure 25, was unable to handle the required pressure and was dislodged.  
This resulted in a massive leak of hydraulic fluid which contaminated the testing laboratory.   
 
Figure 25 – Test Figure with watch glass specified 
 
 
In response to this incident, the University immediately suspended our testing of the accumulator 
system.  We were therefore unable to provide any testing results to validate our design. 
 
After performing a review of the situation, we concluded that our test fixture failed due to 
contamination by hydraulic fluid of the glue used to fuse the acrylic cap in place.  If this test rig 
were to be re-assembled and tested we recommend that the watch glass be sealed using a steel 
plate with grooves to position a face contact o-ring and held in place using a second set of steel 
rods.  The steel rods would stretch down vertically to a pair of mounts secured around the center 
of the accumulator at the base of the watch glass. This setup would be similar to the two 
endplates which sealed the ends of the accumulator. 
 
Watch Glass Cap 
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12.0 Engineering Change Notice 
 
We made a change to the size of the brass oil plug to be used in the male piston weldment, which 
can be seen in Figure 26 below. It was changed from ½” NPT pipe thread to ¼” NPT pipe thread 
because we realized that the ½” NPT pipe thread was larger than necessary to fill the cavity of 
the piston with hydraulic fluid. There were no other changes to our design from what we had 
established at Design Review 3. 
 






During the initial pressurization of our cylinder, the watch glass end cap came loose and 
hydraulic fluid sprayed out. We believe that the glue failed because it was contaminated with the 
hydraulic fluid when in was drying. If we were to redesign the watch glass end cap, we would 
use a similar design as in the end plates for our main cylinder. The end cap would be composed 
of an aluminum plate with an o-ring groove, an o-ring for a face contact seal, and threaded rods 
WAS ½” NPT PIPE THREAD 
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to hold the plate down. This would provide a mechanical means of holding the end on which 
would not allow it to come loose. 
 
Before the pistons cycle in the cylinder, the two halves of each piston need to be positioned in 
such a way so that they are allowed to expand and contract. The halves need to be allowed to 
expand to accommodate any nitrogen leakage into the cavity and also be allowed to contract to 
equalize the pressure inside and outside the cavity as the pressure in the accumulator increases. 
After pressing a piston in the cylinder, the two piston halves were completely compressed (the 
only relative travel that could occur between the two halves would be in the extension direction).  
We needed a method of expanding the piston halves about a half an inch to allow the small air 
bubble that was trapped in the piston cavity to compress as the system was pressurized to 100 
psi. In a full scale model, the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid would also become important 
as the compressibility is about 1% per 1000 psi and the pressure would reach 5000 psi. To 
expand the piston halves, one option could be to drill and tap a blind hole in the center of the 
piston, and then use a threaded tool with a handle to pull the piston half back to the desired 
location. Another option could be to fill the cavity of the piston with hydraulic fluid using a 
pump, so that the pressure generated by the pump would force the two halves apart. 
 
After filling the cavity of each piston with hydraulic fluid, there was an air bubble left in each 
piston that we could not get out. This was due to a chamfer that we put on the inside 5” diameter 
edge of each piston. This chamfer was machined to allow easier installation of the seals, but was 
found to be not needed as a special tool for installation of the seals was required. The chamfer 
trapped air between it and the cylinder wall so that when the cavity was filled with hydraulic 
fluid, a small air bubble remained. The presence of an air bubble is not critical, but since the goal 
is to keep air out of hydraulic fluid, the least amount of air already inside the cavity possible is 
desired. 
 
14.0 Recommendations  
 
We recommend that our prototype be tested with shop air pressure varying from 0 to 100 psi. 
The watch glass end cap should be secured by a mechanical method as explained above. The 
piston halves should be expanded part way before beginning the test which could be done by a 
method explained above in the discussion section.  
 
If the design works as expected and has a low leakage rate, then a full scale, full pressure 
prototype should be created. Part of our designs merit would not be realized with a 0 to 100 psi 
version. Since the pressure goes to 0 psi gauge at each cycle, there would be no permanently 
dissolved nitrogen in the hydraulic fluid in the cavity of the piston. The nitrogen would dissolve 
when the system reached 100 psi but would come out of solution when it reached 0 psi. In an 
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accumulator that cycle between 2000 psi and 5000 psi, nitrogen could be permanently dissolved 
into the hydraulic fluid in the cavity of the piston. 
 
Some changes will be required for this project to be continues into future semesters. The watch 
glass and test fixture will need to be redesigned, with a mechanical mechanism for sealing the 
watch glass as stated in section 13 on page 35. Additionally, the fixture will need to have a valve 
on the end so that vacuum can be applied to pull all remaining air out of the hydraulic fluid 
before testing. Two more valves will need to be placed on either side of the watch glass tube so 
that a vacuum can also be applied to the hydraulic fluid in the packets of the piston. Then 
thorough testing can be done. 
 
Another thing that a team can do is create another similar piston design. To conserve space in the 
accumulator, the piston should be mostly hollowed out so that nitrogen can fill in that spot. The 
next team could work on making a fluid filled pocket design that is hollowed out and has a 
smaller volume of hydraulic fluid in the pocket. 
 
15.0 Conclusion  
 
Initially we developed an extended list of concepts and variations of possible accumulator 
designs which could accomplish the requirements set by our sponsor. After careful analysis of 
this list we trimmed ideas to reach our final design, which is a dual X-ring seal piston, with the 
seals spaced such that there is a hydraulic fluid filled pocket between them. The piston is 
expandable which allows the fluid filled pocket to change volume as pressures change. Material 
selection, engineering analysis, and stress calculations on critical parts of the design have been 
completed. We designed a test rig to verify our prototype’s performance and measure its nitrogen 
leakage over the course of testing to scale to a full sized model. Unfortunately, during the 
beginning of our testing, an accident occurred which prevented us from continuing the testing. 
We recommend that a second ME 450 team perform some modifications to our piston design and 
demonstrate proof of concept for our design. 
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17.0 Information Sources 
 
Below is a list of the relevant patents [6] that were researched by our team to study prior work 
done on accumulators and seals.  These patents gave us several ideas including: 
- Metal baffles 
- Non-elastic impermeable membranes 
- Layered elastic impermeable membranes 
- Fluid filled seals 
- Double seals with high pressure fluid in between 
 
Further research was done on the properties of several thermoplastics, as several designs require 
the use of an impermeable membrane. 
 
17.1 Patent research on Hydro-pneumatic Accumulators 
We researched patents, looking at hydro-pneumatic accumulator designs, to study basic methods 
of separating the two fluids from each other.  Each design was studied to see what methods were 
used to improve standard accumulators.  One accumulator used helium gas instead of nitrogen, 
the standard due to its stability, with the idea that helium would have less temperature variation 
and allow for a larger volume of liquid to be stored at a predetermined pressure (Patent 
3,856,048).  Another accumulator circumvented the permeability of standard elastic bladder 
accumulators by using an elastic bladder material that is impermeable to gas (Patent 6,058,976) 
allowing the bladder to retain more pressure over time.  A third accumulator used a specially 
shaped inner cavity to support the bladder (PCT/FR2000/003633) presumably allowing for much 
higher expansion rates and pressure differentials between high and low pressures.  A forth 
accumulator used a ribbed diaphragm to separate the fluids as opposed to a bladder 
(PCT/EP2002/002750).  The last accumulator of interest we found used a pair of metal bellows 
to separate the fluids (PCT/EP2000/002083). 
 
17.2 Patent Research on Seals 
Research was also done specifically on seals for piston type accumulators.  One piston used a 
flexible skirt that expands according to pressure, and had a sharp-edged scraper to clean the 
cylinder walls (Patent 6,539,976).  Another piston used an accumulator ring that protected from 
explosive decompression by filling with fluid and expanding to press against the cylinder walls 
(Patent 6,948,715).  A third piston used a lip seal as well as a bi-directional oil seal to prevent 
leakage past the piston (Patent 5,974,910).  A forth piston used a pair of seals arranged such that 
gas can enter the space between then, saturating the fluid (Patent 7,284,475).  The final piston 
used high pressure fluid filling the space between a pair of seals, preventing leakage through use 




17.3 Research on Material Properties of Thermoplastics 
We researched material properties to confirm the viability of several of our design ideas, which 
depended on the availability of an impermeable membrane.  Several thermoplastics were chosen 
for study to see if such a membrane was available.  Information shown in Table 3 below is from 
Matweb.com [7]. 
 
Table 3 – Properties of Researched Thermoplastics 












Polypropylene Film Grade 2860 – 22000 3340 – 5830 0.00644 – 4.51 266 – 338 
High Density Polyethylene 
(HDPE), Film Grade 
4210 – 6530 3050 – 3980 95.8 – 359 162 – 268 
Linear Low Density 
Polyethylene (LLDPE), 
Film Grade 
1420 – 3800 1414 – 3210 225 – 322 248 – 262 
Polyethylene Terephthalate 
(PET), Unreinforced 
3190 – 22500 6829 – 13100 13.0 – 58.4 392 – 491 
 
Of these material properties, the oxygen transmission rate, abbreviated as (OTR) above, is the 
most important to the design, as it is a measure of how permeable our membrane would be.  The 
other statistics shown above are important only in that they must meet the requirements of the 
accumulator; they must be strong and resistant to the temperatures encountered.  Of the plastics 
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United States Environmental Protection Agency 
 
[3] M. Radhakrishnan, 2003, Hydraulic Fluids A Guide to Selection, Test methods and Use, The 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY, pp 8-9. 
 
[4] Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference data, April 1984, volume 13, issue 2, Rubin 
Battino, Timothy R. Rettich, and Toshihiro Tominaga, The Solubility of Nitrogen and Air in 
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A – Solubility Calculation 
 
The number of grams of nitrogen gas that can be dissolved into a gallon of n-hexane can be 
calculated as follows. [4] 
 
X1 is the mole fraction of nitrogen dissolved in n-hexane (C6 H14) at equilibrium 










B – Additional Concepts 
While brainstorming and deep-diving during the concept generation phases of the project, we 
developed many unusual concepts, some based heavily on existing designs.  This appendix 
catalogs the better design concepts we developed.  This goes from diaphragms, to bladders, to 
metal baffles, and finally to metal diaphragms.  The individual designs are referenced as 
numbers, with supporting figures. 
 
1. The first, most basic, concept design takes the form of a single flexible diaphragm stretched 
between the walls of the pressure cylinder.  As shown in Figure 28 on page 45, the 
diaphragm would deform into a hemisphere as fluid is pumped in, thereby compressing the 
nitrogen on the other side.  The nitrogen is kept from leaking into the hydraulic fluid by the 
diaphragm itself, likely made from a flexible plastic membrane covered in rubber or a metal 
foil.  The plastic substrate would prevent stretching and therefore increased permeability of 
the diaphragm, while the rubber and metal foil would provide additional permeability 
resistance and thicken the material to resist folding fatigue.  The shape of the diaphragm 
would not allow it to sweep out much volume, preventing it from achieving large amounts of 
compression or expansion, but the hemispherical shape would prevent folding and thereby 
tearing of the material.  Another concern is the delamination of the layers in the membrane.  
This could be caused by leakage of gas through one or more layers such that it pools under an 
impermeable layer.  As stresses from compression and expansion manifest, the pooling may 
stress the bonding between layers, resulting in a catastrophic delamination event.  Depending 




- Forms a solid barrier between gas and liquid 
- No folding or twisting during pressure changes 
Cons 
- Sweeps out the least volume of all the membrane designs 




Figure 28 – Cross Sectional View of a Simple Diaphragm Accumulator System. 
 
 
2. A more complex variation of the design 1 presented above, the diaphragm would be 
constructed in a rounded cone shape to sweep out more volume.  This would allow the design 
to achieve better compression and expansion rates, while minimizing folding and tearing of 
the membrane when not fully inflated.  Figure 29 below, shows a cross section of the system 
during an expansion (left) and compression (right) event.  As with design 1, the layered 
membrane in this design is vulnerable to delamination, which would possibly result in 
failure. 
 
Pros   
- Forms a solid barrier between gas and liquid 
- Resists folding and therefore fatigue stresses 
Cons 
- Difficult to design 
- Delamination of layers will destroy integrity 
 
Figure 29 – Design 2 During Expansion and Compression 
 
 
3. Another variation on the diaphragm of design 1 combines the system with a piston cylinder 
approach.  This concept forms the diaphragm membrane into a torus (donut) shape and 
secures one point to the cylinder wall, and the other to a piston, as can be seen in the cross 
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section of one side of the cylinder in Figure 30 below.  The design takes cues from a 
conveyer belt or more accurately a caterpillar tread system – as the piston moves in the 
cylinder, the membrane will be carried along with it, while remaining attached to the cylinder 
wall.  This range of motion allows for much greater movement and therefore compression as 
in design 1, while still keeping a solid seal between the hydraulic fluid and nitrogen.  
Difficulties in the system include all weaknesses of the membrane diaphragm as covered 
above, as well as a possible stress on the material when it changes diameter from the inner 
wall to the outer wall of the torus.  This stretching would increase the permeability of the 
membrane; however, if the membrane was built as to be taut when at the outer wall, the inner 
wall would instead fold and not fail.  Failure modes would differ, stemming from folding 
stresses and fatigue, limiting the lifespan of the design. 
 
Pros 
- Solid barrier between gas and liquid 
- Lacks folding and bending inherent in the other membrane designs 
- Reduces surface area of membrane, reducing the possible leakage rate 
Cons 
- Stretching occurs as the membrane changes diameter 
- Delamination 
 
Figure 30 – Piston Membrane System 
 
 
4. A variation on the hybrid membrane piston design presented as design 3 is inverted – a 
standard piston cylinder design with a flexible diaphragm built into the piston.  This design 
would allow for more compression than a normal piston on a pressure tank, as the end caps 
tend to be hemispherical and a piston would not fit such a form very well.  As shown in 
Figure 31 on page 47, the diaphragm would deform to fit the hemisphere of the end cap, 
providing a greater range of motion over the basic piston.  This system has a higher 
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probability of failure, as the use of both a diaphragm and o-ring seal on the piston creates two 
points of weakness.  
 
Pros 
- More compression possible 
Cons 
- More points of failure due to both a membrane and a seal 
- Difficult to design 
- No inherent advantages over other similar designs 
 
Figure 31 – Hybrid Piston Membrane Concept. 
 
 
5. Another variation on the simple diaphragm system in design 1 attempts to solve the 
difficulties present due to possible delamination, and overall permeability of the membrane.  
This concept calls for the bioengineering of some sort of organic membrane which would 
resist the diffusion of nitrogen, while allowing for a great range of motion with some self-
repair capabilities to allow it to last the entire ten year lifespan.  This concept cannot be built 
because the technology to create a membrane with these properties does not exist. 
 
Pros 
- Should effectively resist diffusion of nitrogen 
Cons 
- Very difficult to design and engineer 
- Lengthy design and engineering timescale 
- Uses technology that is only now becoming available 
 
6. Another variation on the hybrid concept presented in designs 3 and 4 includes a piston with 
extensions that fit into rails in the sides of the pressure cylinder.  These rails are rifled, or 
spiraled, so the piston rotates as it moves through the cylinder.  This twisting motion would 
twist an attached membrane skirt about itself, hopefully in a similar fashion every time, such 
that we could reinforce the membrane only where these folds are likely to occur.  Reasons for 
not reinforcing the entire membrane include a lack of flexibility of the reinforced sections, 
and cost.  The concept is shown in Figure 32 on page 48, with an untwisted stage on top, and 





- Theoretically should fold the same time each time, allowing for reinforcement 
- Solid barrier between gas and liquid 
Cons 
- Uncertainty as to whether folding would indeed occur in certain areas 
 
Figure 32 – Twisting Piston Membrane Design 
 
 
7. This design uses a piston in cylinder setup with a plastic flexible sheet attached to the piston 
and the top of the cylinder as shown in Figure 33 on page 49, to separate the nitrogen from 
the hydraulic fluid.  The piston would be designed with slots to keep it from rotating and 
allow the nitrogen to flow up past the piston.  The plastic sheet would stay attached to the 
piston during its travel and keep the nitrogen and hydraulic fluid separate.  The motivation 
for this design is that there are no sliding seals to create leakage.  The friction force between 
the piston and the cylinder could also be considerably less than a design with a sliding seal 
on the outside of the piston.  The plastic sheet would be designed to “crumple and un-
crumple” or fold like an accordion as the piston moves in the cylinder so stretching of the 
plastic sheet would be eliminated.  The main challenge with this design is to find a material 
that is flexible, strong, will not fatigue and is impermeable to nitrogen and hydraulic fluid.  




-     No sliding contact seals reduce friction losses 




 -     Folding as sleeve compresses may weaken plastic over lifetime 
 




8. An alternative to fixed diaphragm designs manifests as a flexible bladder design.  Gas filled 
bladders can be made from materials similar to those in the diaphragms, with the only 
difficulty being in finding a way to seal the bladder during construction.  This design, 
presented in picture form in Figure 34 on page 50, consists of two bladders placed inside the 
pressure cylinder.  The one on the left is filled with nitrogen, while the one on the right with 
hydraulic fluid.  Both bladders would be built with integrated fill valves, to facilitate filling 
operations.  The space between the bladders in this design would be allowed to fill with 
hydraulic fluid – the theory is that small amounts of nitrogen gas would eventually leak 
through the gas filled bladder into the inter-bladder space, to be absorbed into hydraulic fluid.  
This fluid could freely absorb the gas to saturation, and would not be likely to be able to pass 
through the fluid filled bag into the hydraulic fluid.  Therefore, nitrogen would have little to 
no possibility of escape into the hydraulic fluid if we keep the leakage rates through the 
bladders low.  Gas in the hydraulic fluid in the intermediate space would eventually saturate 
the fluid and bubble out as gas, which could then leak again into the fluid filled bag, so the 




- Provides for eventual leakage of nitrogen through the membrane 
Cons 
- Bladder might twist and fold while compressed, weakening the structure 
- More difficult to design than single membrane solutions 
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Figure 34 –Two Bladder Accumulator Design. 
 
 
9. A minor variation on the design presented above as design 7 involves replacing the 
intermediate hydraulic fluid with a compound with a higher nitrogen capacity.  This capacity 
might be in saturation, or as a result of a reaction with the nitrogen to take it out of solution.  
Hopefully the reactive product would be less likely to diffuse through the hydraulic fluid bag 
than the nitrogen gas itself.  Difficulties we’ve experienced with such a design is in finding 
such a compound that fits within cost and feasibility requirements, while still being relatively 
non-toxic or corrosive to the materials inside the pressure cylinder. 
  
Pros 
- Prevents leakage of nitrogen into the hydraulic fluid 
- Provides for leakage of nitrogen out of its bladder 
Cons 
- Bladders might fold during compression 
- Difficult to find a compound with the necessary requirements, and likely costly 
- Very difficult to research and design 
 
10. As our task is to reduce or eliminate leakage of nitrogen into the hydraulic fluid, an obvious 
concept is to remove the nitrogen entirely from the system.  This design uses a different 
mechanism for providing reactionary force in this design.  This idea takes the form of a 
simple linear spring in place of the nitrogen – this spring would resist compression as the gas 
would, and also springs back when pressure is relieved, providing the hydraulic fluid with 
pressure.  This design certainly meets the primary requirement for the project, in that no 
nitrogen would ever leak into the hydraulic fluid as none is present in the system.  The 
system is not without flaws however, in that with no gas present in the spring chamber, the 
pressure difference over the seal on the piston is much larger.  The design, as shown in 
Figure 35 on page 51 consists of a pressure cylinder with a basic piston and o-ring seal, but 
with the gas on the left hand side replaced with the spring.  As designing a seal to withstand 
many thousand pounds per square inch is much more difficult than designing one that allows 
for minimal leakage under a very small pressure difference, this design will not be seriously 





- No nitrogen in the system, meaning zero leakage into the hydraulic fluid 
Cons 
- Very large pressure difference over the seal, requiring a very strong seal design 
 
Figure 35 – Spring Replacement for Gas in a Basic Piston Design. 
 
 
11. Similar in outcome to design 10, this design uses a piston in cylinder setup where part of the 
piston would always protrude outside the cylinder.  There would be two seals, one on the 
outside of the piston to prevent the gas leaking to ambient, and one on the inside of the piston 
to prevent the fluid from leaking to ambient as can be seen in Figure 36 below.  In this case 
there would be no instance of nitrogen and hydraulic fluid mixing, but there would be the 
issues of leakage of both to ambient with a possible pressure drop as large as 5000 psi. 
 Pros 
- Nitrogen leaks to the ambient, instead of into the hydraulic fluid 
 Cons 
- Pressure drop over seals as great as 5000 psi 
- Seal design in this case very difficult as seal needs to be strong 
 






12. The other variation on the standard piston cylinder design is to replace the nitrogen with 
another gas less likely to leak through an o-ring seal as shown in Figure 37 on page 52. This 
design would be ideal, as a gas in the chamber would be pressurized to near that of the 
hydraulic fluid, resulting in only a small pressure drop over the seal.  Difficulties have 
cropped up in the search for such as gas – at present we have found no good readily available 
replacement that has similar characteristics to nitrogen but is less likely to leak through a 






- Uses existing proven design 
- Limits leakage of gas by reducing diffusion rates 
Cons 
- Difficult to find gas that meets requirements 
- Costly 
 




13. Another direction of variations on the basic piston accumulator is in redesign of the piston 
and its seals.  This concept presented in Figure 38 below extends the cylinder in length while 
keeping it hollow to reduce displaced volume, and places multiple seals along its length.  The 
multiple seals would reduce the rate of leakage through into the hydraulic fluid by increasing 
the resistance to diffusion.  The idea behind this is that while nitrogen might leak through one 
seal, it will take longer to leak through two seals, and so perhaps will last the required 
lifetime if a sufficient number of seals impede the nitrogen leakage rates to what is required 
by our engineering specifications. 
 
Pros 
- More seals better resist flow of nitrogen 
- Redundant design in case of seal failure 
Cons 
- Increased frictional resistance on piston when moving through cylinder. 
 





14. Similar in function to a basic o-ring seal present in a piston accumulator design, the dual-
scraper seal as shown in Figure 39 below is shaped as a trapezoid, allowing it to not only 
compress to present a good seal, but also to scrape away at any buildups along the cylinder 
wall, preventing some leakage. 
 
Pros 
- Basic design 
- Prevents buildups of material on the cylinder walls 
Cons 
- Same disadvantages of an o-ring seal 
 
Figure 39 –Trapezoidal Dual-Scraper Seal.  
 
15. Using metal in place of a flexible plastic membrane offers a much higher resistance to 
nitrogen leakage.  Design of a metal diaphragm is possible, and has been demonstrated in 
industrial applications.  Therefore, this design takes the diaphragm concept of design 1 and 
replaced the membrane with a flexible corrugated metal sheet as shown in Figure 40 on page 
54.  The corrugations in the sheet should help it to flex more easily, and reduce stress that 
may cause a fatigue fracture.  This design is flawed in that similar to design 1; it would not 




- Very good seal against leakage 








Figure 40 –Corrugated Metal Diaphragm Accumulator 
 
16. Metal baffles are flexible metal sleeves capable of expansion and contraction similar to an 
accordion mechanism.  Placement of a single long sealed metal baffle in half the pressure 
chamber as shown in Figure 41 below would allow for contraction and expansion of the 
nitrogen gas during operation, but would be unlikely to leak significantly until a fatigue 
fracture occurs.  Their usage is similar to bladders, though they do not have quite the range of 
motion in both compression and expansion, but they are less likely to leak.  The baffle design 
however does hold well over the diaphragm concept, as the range of motion is much greater.  
Preliminary research into suppliers for metal baffles has led us to determine that they are 
very costly solutions, and should be looked at as a last resort. 
 
Pros 
- Very good seal against leakage 
- Allows for greater pressure changes than design 13 
Cons 
- Very costly 
- Fatigue could cause failure 
- Limited mobility when compared to a piston 
 





17. As the metal baffle design expands and contracts over its lifetime, fatigue stresses build on 
the flexing joints until failure.  To combat this, a hybrid metal-plastic baffle design was 
designed, shown in part in Figure 42 below.  In this design, metal rings making up the baffle 
are connected with thin sheets of flexible plastic, allowing the system to compress without 
stressing metal joints.  In addition, because the plastic can flex much further than metal, the 
hybrid baffle design is able to compress much further than an all-metal design.  The design is 
still limited by the permeability of the plastic sheets, but the surface area of them is to be kept 
to a minimum. 
 
Pros 
- Greater range of motion over an all-metal design 
- Decreased area of permeable material 
Cons 
- Very costly 
- Must be custom made 
- Leakage possible through plastic joints 
 
Figure 42 – Metal Baffle Design with Plastic Joints 
 
 
18. As another variation on the metal diaphragm concept, this design attempts to solve the 
problem of limited mobility without resorting to baffles.  As shown in Figure 43 on page 56, 
this design takes the metal diaphragms from design 13 and places two parallel along the long 
axis of the pressure chamber.  The nitrogen is contained between the diaphragms, while the 
hydraulic fluid filling the outer chambers is able to freely compress the inner chamber.  This 




- Very good seal against leakage 








Figure 43 –Two Parallel Metal Diaphragms. 
 
 
19. A modification of the basic piston accumulator concept alters the design of the piston to have 
two seals, with a space between, as seen in Figure 44 below.  This space will tend to fill with 
nitrogen due to imperfect seals, mixing with hydraulic fluid already present in the pocket.  
Ideally the saturated hydraulic fluid will not be able to leak out into the pure hydraulic fluid 
due to the seal resisting movement of liquid better than gas.  This particular design has a 
weakness in its solid design – as the piston cycles over its lifetime, the fluid in the space will 
heat up, and expand differently than the gas and liquid in the rest of the cylinder, creating 
pressure on the inner edge of the seals.  This will likely result in more leakage of nitrogen 
into the hydraulic fluid. 
 
Pros 
- Dual seal design limits leakage of nitrogen at equilibrium 
Cons 
- Thermodynamic heating during operation will cause leakage due to expansion 
 
Figure 44 –Dual Seal System 
 
20. A further modification of design 18 adds a flexible inner wall to the space between the seals 
as shown in Figure 45 on page 57, to allow for expansion of the contents during 
thermodynamic heating.  This design requires that the piston be hollow, to allow for 
equalizing pressure on both sides of the wall membrane.  This membrane would likely be 
made from a metal diaphragm, as it would resist further contamination of the pocket, and 
would not need to sweep out large volumes for its normal operation. 
 
Pros 
- Dual seal design limits leakage of nitrogen at equilibrium 
- Flexible wall allows for thermodynamic heating 
Cons 




Figure 45 – Dual Seal System Design With Flexible Inner Wall. 
 
21. Pressure applied to the cylinder wall by an o-ring seal depends on the tolerances of the piston 
and the surface finish of both.  If the piston fits loosely, the seal won’t have as much sealing 
force and will fail, and if the surface finishes are not very good, the seal will be unable to 
prevent leakage of material through these gaps.  An inflated seal would solve both these 
problems – the seal as shown in Figure 46 below would have an internal pressure greater than 
that of the surrounding fluids, causing it to deform to fill the space between the piston and 
cylinder wall, and fit into any imperfections in the wall.  The internal pressure would depend 




- Compensates for poor tolerances in piston and cylinder 
- Simple in function 
Cons 
-  pressure requires strong seal material 
 




C – Worst Case Scenario Calculations 
Tensile Force:  
A = area of piston end  
D = diameter of piston  
P = pressure on piston end  






Bending Moment:  
M = moment produced at neutral axis  
F = force  




D – Piston Wall Thickness Calculations 
Shear Stress: 
σ = shear stress on wall 
F = force applied 
A = area of applied force 
l = length of area 




E – Piston Rod Calculations 
Bending Stress: 
I = moment of inertia 
d = diameter of rod 
σ = bending stress 
M = moment produced at neutral axis  







F – Piston Tube Calculations 
Bending Stress: 
I = moment of inertia 
do = diameter of tube 
di = diameter of rod 
σ = bending stress 
M = moment produced at neutral axis  





G – Pin Calculations 
Shear Stress: 
σ = shear stress on wall 
F = force applied 
A = area of applied force 
















H – Parts List Summary 
Description Part Number Supplier Cost Each Qty. Total Cost 
5-/2" round stock 6061 Aluminum,  
4 1" sections 
21413805 Alro Metals Plus $84.44 1 $84.44 
1-1/2" round stock 6061 
Aluminum,  
36" long 
21411805 Alro Metals Plus $45.57 1 $45.57 
¼-20 threaded rod 19100550 Alro Metals Plus $1.20 6 $7.20 
3-way solenoid valve 4HN46 www.grainger.com $59.75 1 $59.75 
Hex Nipple, Size ¼ in, Hex Size 
5/8 
1DGB3 www.grainger.com $4.33 2 $8.66 
Ball Valve,1/4" 6GD11 www.grainger.com $6.30 1 $6.30 
Steel plate 8” by 8” square, 1/2” 
thick  
1006-1020 
6544K35 McMaster-Carr $51.95 2 $103.90 
O-ring seals for end plates 9452K201 McMaster-Carr $5.70 1 $5.70 
Acrylic 36” cylinder, 5” ID, 3/8” 
wall 
 8486K713  McMaster-Carr $249.99 1 $249.99 
acrylic cylinder for watch glass  8532K15  McMaster-Carr $7.26 1 $7.26 
watch glass end cap  8528K53  McMaster-Carr $7.43 1 $7.43 
Oil Plug 9171K252 McMaster-Carr $2.93 2 $5.86 
Piston seals PQ4305000-T46-N Trelleborg Seals $62.50 4 $250.00 
¼-20 nuts  N.A. Jack’s Hardware   $0.17 24 $4.08 
Set Screw N.A Jack’s Hardware $0.30 2 $0.60 
Case of Automatic Transmission 
Fluid 
 N.A. Murry’s Auto Parts $38.03 1 $38.03 
    Total $884.77 
 
I – Design Safe Risk Analysis 
On Next Page 
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